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Corporate investment and business taxation.  

Consider an investor making an investment in a corporation. Let ( )f K be the net-of-depreciation 
income of the corporation, where K denotes the amount of capital. Set prices equal to unity and 
neglect price changes.  Assume that the rate of depreciation allowance is equal to the true rate of 
depreciation. Assume that the investor can earn an interest i in the market. Denote by τ  the 
corporate tax rate and by t the personal tax rate on capital income. Let D denote the debt of the 
corporation, and let E be the equity. Consider an investment in terms of a marginal increase in K. In 
the no-tax case the marginal return is equal to ( )f K′ which is equated to i, which is the opportunity 

cost of the funds invested. Hence  

(1) ( )f K i′ =    

The cost of capital (the required pre-tax rate of return) is equal to i.  

A tax is neutral if it does not violate (1). 

Consider the following set of cases: 

I. The investment is debt financed (a one unit increase in K is matched by a one unit increase in D), 
and interest on debt is deductible. There is classical double taxation.  

The corporate tax base is ( )f K iD− . The investor maximises ( )( )1 ( ) (1 ) 0f K iD tτ− − − =  

( )f K i′ =  

The tax is neutral. The cost of capital (the required pre-tax rate of return) is equal to i.  

II. The investment is equity financed, and there is classical double taxation and no ACE. 

If the investor is liable to pay personal tax the marginal after-tax return is equated to the opportunity 
cost (1 )t i− : 

( )1 ( )(1 ) (1 )f K t i tτ ′− − = −  

The cost of capital is ( )
1

if K i
τ

′ = >
−

. 

The tax is not neutral. The cost of capital is above i. 

III. The investment is equity financed, there is no taxation of dividends at the shareholder level and 
no ACE. 

If the investor is liable to pay personal tax on interest the marginal after-tax return is equated to the 
opportunity cost (1 )t i− : 



( )1 ( ) (1 )f K i tτ ′− = −  

The cost of capital is 
(1 )( )
1

i tf K
τ
−′ =
−

. 

The tax is neutral if tτ = . 

 

IV. The investment is equity financed, there is double taxation and ACE (allowance for corporate 
equity, i.e. interest on equity is deductible). 

The corporate tax base is ( )f K iE−  

If the investor is liable to pay personal tax the marginal after-tax return is equated to the opportunity 
cost (1 )t i− : 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ( ( ) ) (1 )f K f K i t f K f K i t iτ τ′ ′ ′ ′− − − − − = −  

The first term is the gross return. The second term is the corporate tax levied on the corporate tax 
base ( )f K iE− . When the investment is equity financed both K and E increase by one unit. The 

after corporate tax return ( )( ) ( )f K f K iτ′ ′− − is then distributed and taxed at a tax rate t.  

The tax is neutral. The cost of capital is ( )f K i′ = .  

V. The investment is financed by retained profits in the corporation. There is double taxation. There 
is no capital gains tax.  

The corporate after-tax return is ( )1 ( )f Kτ ′− . The shareholder foregoes 1 t− by retaining rather 

than receiving profits. By being saved in the market the foregone dividend would have yielded a 
gross return (1 )t i− and a net return (1 )(1 )t t i− − . Equating the two, yields  

( )(1 ) 1 ( ) (1 )(1 )t f K t t iτ ′− − = − −  

( )1 ( ) (1 )f K t iτ ′− = −  

If tτ = , ( )f K i′ = , the cost of capital is i and the tax is neutral.  

The key thing to note is that even though the dividend tax erodes the return to the investment it also 
shrinks cost of the investment, i.e. the income foregone by the investor is reduced as paying out 
dividend rather than retaining profits in the corporation would create a tax liability. The case is often 
referred to as “trapped equity” as one cannot take money out of the corporaiton without becoming 
liable to pay tax. In that sense the equity is “trapped”. There are, however, a couple of caveats. First, 
retaining profits will make the corporation more valuable and drive up the share price, which may 
generate a tax liability in terms of a capital gains tax. However, this may not be due until much later 
when the capital gain is realised. Secondly, capital in the corporation may not be trapped if the 
corporation can repurchase shares from its shareholders.   


